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Abstract
Concentrated sulfuric acid dilution is an essential yet hazardous experiment in chemistry education. Incorrect operations can
lead to intensive boiling and splattering or even endanger the experiment operator. This paper presents a novel approach to
simulate the violent boiling phenomenon in real time and an efficient method to deal with particle penetration caused by fast
motion. We introduce the anti-viscosity method to inject momentum into high-temperature particles and capture the chaotic
dynamics in the boiling process with small computational overhead. To address the particle penetration issue, we propose a
new constraint type called flask constraint which uses radius lookup tables to represent axisymmetric shapes efficiently and
projects the particles back into their container when penetration occurs. These methods are integrated into a virtual reality
application to simulate the concentrated sulfuric acid dilution experiment and demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of
our method. Our work improves the capability and stability of particle-based fluid solvers and provides appealing solutions
for integrating fluid simulation into interactive applications.

Keywords Violent boiling simulation · Real-time simulation · Fluid simulation · Position-based fluids · Virtual experiment

1 Introduction

Diluting concentrated sulfuric acid is a common experiment
in chemistry education. However, few students have carried
out this experiment since working with concentrated acids
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is quite dangerous. Sulfuric acid is extremely corrosive and
capable of causing severe burns. Diluting acid can get even
more dangerous due to the large quantity of heat generated
in the dilution process. During sulfuric acid dilution, it is
essential that the sulfuric acid is added to the water instead
of the other way around. The addition of water to sulfuric
acid can produce a large amount of heat to boil the diluted
acid or even lead to an explosion when working with highly
concentrated acid.

In the face of this experiment’s hazardous nature, we
develop real-time simulation techniques and build a vir-
tual reality (VR) application for concentrated sulfuric acid
dilution, enabling students to conduct experiments in a safe
environment.Our systemprovides simulation results for both
correct and incorrect operations. Students can observe the
dangerous consequences of incorrect operations and learn
from their failures, thus improving safety awareness and
preparing for real experiments.

The most critical and challenging part of our system is
to simulate the violent boiling process. Previous researches
focus onmodeling the liquid–gas interaction in order to simu-
late the boiling behavior. In 2005, Müller et al. [28] proposed
a bubble-based technique to simulate boiling water by ran-
domly generating air particles on the caviation sites. Later
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Fig. 1 Simulation result of pouring water into concentrated sulfuric acid over time. A few seconds after pouring, the acid heats up rapidly and
presents increasingly violent boiling behavior. Eventually, the acid cools down and gradually stabilizes. The top row visualizes the fluid particles
colored by their temperature. The bottom row shows the result simulated and rendered in real time

works focused on improving the simulation detail of the boil-
ing process, such as scaling and bursting of bubbles [31],
deformation and condensation [11], improving mass and
heat transfer model [16]. These methods focus on simulating
boiling phenomena with external heat sources and relatively
calm fluid surfaces, in which case modeling bubble is suffi-
cient to provide visual plausibility. However, it is difficult to
simulate intensive boiling and violent splashing with these
methods. Bubbles get removed when they reach the fluid
surface and cannot bring enough momentum to the liquid to
produce highly chaotic motion. Moreover, bubbles introduce
extra modeling complexity and require lots of computational
resources, which is undesirable for real-time applications.

In this work, we propose a bubble-free approach to simu-
late the violent boiling process. First, the acid concentration
and heat are diffused between particles. Then, the heat pro-
duced by diluting concentrated sulfuric acid is computed and
distributed to fluid particles. We further use a model named
anti-viscosity, which injects momentum into particles with
high temperatures, thus producing the violent boiling behav-
ior. Our boiling simulation method does not involve bubbles
andworks directly on liquid particles. In thisway, ourmethod
is easier to implement, is more efficient and has better con-
trol over the liquid motion. The simulation result of diluting
concentrated sulfuric acid is demonstrated in Fig. 1. Our
anti-viscosity model is general enough to model other kinds
of boiling phenomena such as boiling water, as shown in
Fig. 7.

Although fluid simulators reached real-time performance
years ago, they have rarely been integrated into interactive
applications. One of the reasons behind this is the poor sta-
bility when user input gets involved with fluid simulation.

Though physics simulation techniques such as position-
based dynamics (PBD) [27] work well in most cases, they
may fail to remain stable in interactive applications where
users can move objects with arbitrary velocity and accelera-
tion. The constraints in PBD are not designed to cope with
user interference, which can be especially problematic for
fluid simulators in VR applications. For instance, if the user
is holding a container full of liquid and moves it with a rela-
tively large acceleration, discrete collision detection will be
missed. As a result, a large number of fluid particles will pen-
etrate through the container and spill on the ground, leading
to an unpleasant user experience.

To address the particle penetration issue, we introduce
flask constraint into our system. Analytical expressions are
devised to represent the shape of flask containers and are
used to detect and solve particle penetrations. Flask con-
straint works for any container with an axisymmetric shape
and can remedy against particle penetrations with little per-
formance overhead. Moreover, flask constraint can be used
alongside traditional collision handling methods such that
solid–fluid coupling can still be physically simulated when
there is no extreme movement involved.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized
as:

– A real-time approach to capture the chaotic dynamics
in the violent boiling process. Our approach is highly
efficient and canmodel boiling phenomenawith different
levels of intensity.

– A new constraint type called flask constraint to remedy
against particle penetration under extreme movement,
which allows robust user interaction with simulated flu-
ids.
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– A virtual reality educational application that integrated
our methods and simulates the process of diluting con-
centrated sulfuric acid. Our application provides inquiry-
based learning by allowing users to observe different
results produced by different operations.

2 Related work

2.1 Fluid simulation

The simulation of fluids has been a popular research topic in
computer graphics for decades. Smoothed particle hydrody-
namics (SPH) was first developed for the simulation of astro-
physical problems [17] and then extended to model a wide
range of problems including deformable bodies [7] and fluids
[26]. Several extensions are proposed to improve perfor-
mance and incompressibility, such as predictive–corrective
incompressible SPH (PCISPH) [33], implicit incompress-
ible SPH (IISPH) [12], position-based fluids (PBF) [19] and
divergence-free SPH (DFSPH) [3]. Other works focus on
fluid–solid coupling [2], artistic control [39] and GPU accel-
eration [9]. However, user interaction, which is essential for
interactive applications, is rarely investigated in fluid simu-
lation researches. As a result, current simulation techniques
suffer from poor stability when user interaction is involved.

2.2 Boiling simulation

Boiling is a process in which rapid vaporization of liquid
occurs when the liquid is heated to its boiling point. During
the heating process, the fluid particles gain more and more
momentum, and some of them manage to escape from the
surface of the liquid as a vapor, hence displaying chaotic
behavior.

Eulerian methods. Mihalef et al. [23] use an Eulerian
method for physics-based boiling simulation. Their method
extends coupled level set and volume of fluid (CLSVOF) [34]
with temperature and mass transfer mechanisms and obtains
visually rich animations. Kim and Carlson [13] proposed a
grid-based modular approach, where boiling was treated as
a separate module from the fluid solver. The modular design
enables simple integration and high efficiency but alsomakes
it challenging to implement detailed liquid–air interaction.

Lagrangian methods. In 2005, Müller et al. [28] proposed
a particle-based technique to simulate air–water interaction
by generating air particles on the fly where needed. To sim-
ulate boiling water, they randomly choose cavitation sites
at the bottom of the container and transform water particles
into air particles when the boiling point is reached. Artificial
buoyancy is introduced to push bubbles to the fluid surface.
Prakash et al. [31] use discrete particles to simulate bub-
bles for animating boiling effects. Their method focuses on

animating the detail in the boiling process. They simulate
the change in bubble scale depending on the local superheat
of the fluid and create jets of steam particles when bubbles
burst at the free surface. Unlike previous works, Gu et al.
[11] simulate vapor bubbles rather than air bubbles. Vapor
bubbles can condense and merge with the surrounding liq-
uids, while air bubbles cannot. They focus on simulating the
process of bubble formation, deformation and condensation.
Li and Xiao [16] presented a boiling simulation framework
based on position-based fluids (PBF) [19]. They proposed a
simplified mass transfer model and established a more elab-
orate heat transfer model.

Previous researches focusedon capturing the subtle details
in the boiling process. Liquids are transformed into bubbles
on caviation sites when the boiling point is reached and the
motions of bubbles are updated to model the fluid motion
indirectly. However, the acid dilution experiment involves
extremely chaotic motion that can be difficult to simulate
with previous methods. With bubble-based boiling simula-
tion methods, bubbles get removed when they reached the
fluid surface, and the system cannot gain enough momentum
to capture the dramatic variation observed in violent boiling.

2.3 Interactive simulation

With the rapid improvements in information technology,
interactive simulation has become a powerful tool and is
widely used for education and training. Many people favor
virtual experiments due to their safety and convenience.
Maier and Klinker [22] designed the augmented chemical
reaction application to visualize 3D chemical structures and
simulate molecular dynamics. Luo et al. [18] developed a
multi-channel user interface for mixed reality experiments.
[5]. In recent years, position-based simulation methods have
been widely applied in surgical training. Xiao et al. [37] pro-
posed an interactive physics-basedVRsimulation framework
for neonatal endotracheal intubation (ETI), where PBD was
used to simulate soft tissues, rigid bones and fluids at inter-
active rates. Pan et al. [30] provided a VR medical training
simulator based on PBD for cholecystectomy. Their work
focuses on improving the realism of the fat tissue electro-
cautery and the liver–gallbladder separation.

3 Background

The fluid solver in our system follows position-based flu-
ids (PBF) [19], a particle-based fluid simulation method
targeted for real-time applications. PBF uses the smoothed
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) [24,25] formalism for spa-
tial discretization. More specifically, a scalar quantity Ai at
particle i is approximately computed by a weighted sum of
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contributions from all neighboring particles j :

Ai =
∑

j

m j

ρ j
A jW (xi − x j , h), (1)

where m j is the particle mass, ρ j the particle density, x j

the particle position and W the kernel function with support
radius h.

To enforce constant fluid density, PBF solves a system of
nonlinear constraints, with one constraint per particle:

Ci (x1, · · · , xn) = ρi

ρ0
− 1 ≤ 0, (2)

where n is the number of particles, ρ0 the rest density and ρi
the density at particle i which can be calculated using Eq. 1.

For more details on particle-based fluid simulation, we
refer the readers to the tutorials on SPH [14] and PBD [4].

4 Boiling simulation

4.1 Diffusion

The diffusion equation describes how the heat or concentra-
tion gets distributed in a fluid. The change in an attribute
A(x, t) due to diffusion can be calculated as [28]:

∂A(x, t)
∂t

= D∇2A(x, t), (3)

where D is the diffusion coefficient for attribute A. Using
SPH discretization, the evolution of attributes Ai at particle
i can be computed as:

∂Ai

∂t
= D

∑

j

m j

ρ j
(A j − Ai )∇2W (xi − x j , h). (4)

The problem with Eq. 4 is that the Laplacian of the kernel
function ∇2W changes its sign inside the support radius,
and it is sensitive to particle disorder [14]. Therefore, we
use a modified diffusion equation proposed by Cummins and
Rudman [6] that only involves first derivatives:

∂Ai

∂t
=D

∑

j

m j

ρ j
(Ai −A j )

(
4ρi

ρi + ρ j

)
xi j · ∇W (xi j , h)

|xi j |2 + 0.01h2
,

(5)

which is an approximation of Eq. 4 and prevents the
numerical oscillation problem by removing the second-order
derivative of the kernel function.

4.2 Heat of solution

The heat of solution describes the quantity of heat evolved
or absorbed in the dissolution of a substance. For concen-
trated sulfuric acid, a large quantity of heat is liberated when
mixing with water. If a small amount of water is added to a
large volume of a strong acid, the dissolution may produce a
sufficiently large ΔT that the water may boil violently and
splash from the container, resulting in a safety hazard. The
correct way to dilute concentrated sulfuric acid is by adding
acid to water instead. Since water has a higher heat capacity
than acid, the generated heat quickly dissipates into a large
volume of water, preventing the system from overheating.

To simulate the boiling behavior in sulfuric acid dilution,
we need to calculate the heat of solution quantitatively. More
specifically, for each pair of neighboring particles i and j ,
given their concentration before and after diffusion, we want
to obtain the amount of heat qi j generated during dilution.

Theheat of solutionqi j is defined as the changeof enthalpy
during the dissolution. Let H(c) be the enthalpy contained
by a particle with concentration c. Given two neighboring
particles i and j and their concentration ci and c j , we first
obtain the change in concentration Δc using Eq. 5 and then
calculate qi j as the change of enthalpy:

qi j = H(ci ) + H(c j ) − H(ci + Δc) − H(c j − Δc). (6)

A particle with concentration c and mass m can be seen
as the result of diluting na(c) = mc

M(H2SO4)
moles of sul-

furic acid with nw(c) = m(1−c)
M(H2O)

moles of water, where
M(H2SO4) = 98 g/mol and M(H2O) = 18 g/mol are the
molar mass of sulfuric acid and water, respectively. Let h(c)
be the heat of solution during this process and h0 be the
enthalpy contained by one mole of pure sulfuric acid. Since
change of enthalpy equals to heat of solution, we have:

H(c) = na(c)h0 − h(c). (7)

Putting Eqs. 6 and 7 together gives:

qi j = h(ci + Δc) + h(c j − Δc) − h(ci ) − h(c j ). (8)

Julius Thomsen was the first person to make compre-
hensive measurements on heat of solution for sulfuric acid
[15,35]. Thomsen deduced a hyperbolic empirical equation
to fit his results from experiment:

Q(k) = 17860 × k

k + 1.7983
, (9)

where Q(k) is the heat evolved upon mixing 1 mole of sul-
furic acid with k moles of water.
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The relationship between Q(k) and h(c) is straightfor-
ward. h(c) is the heat evolved upon mixing na(c) moles of
sulfuric acid with nw(c) moles of water and hence can be
calculated using Q(k) as:

h(c) = na(c)Q

(
nw(c)

na(c)

)
. (10)

By plugging Eqs. 9 and 10 into Eq. 8, we can quantita-
tively calculate the amount of heat qi j evolved from diluting
particles i with j . Note that we do not distribute the heat of
solution evenly between particles i and j . Instead, more heat
is distributed to the particle with lower acid concentration:

qi = qi j ·
( c j
ci + c j + ε

)
(11)

q j = qi j ·
( ci
ci + c j + ε

)
, (12)

where ε is a small constant used to avoid singularities when
the denominator is close to zero. Finally, we introduce a user-
defined factor kd to control the influence of solution heat on
temperature:

ΔT dilution
i = kdqi . (13)

The imbalanced distribution of heat models the higher
volumetric heat capacity of water and captures the different
phenomenon between adding water to acid and adding acid
to water. When water is added to the acid, most of the heat
is distributed to the water, leading to violent boiling. On the
other hand,when acid is added towater, the heat is distributed
among the large volume of water, thus preventing the system
from overheating.

4.3 Anti-viscosity

Boiling is a common phenomenon in our life. Previous
researches [11,16,28,31] proposed variousmethods tomodel
the boiling phenomenon by simulating bubble dynamics dur-
ing the process. While bubbles are important for displaying
subtle details, they introduce extra modeling complexity and
require lots of computational resources, which is undesirable
for real-time applications.

In this work, we propose anti-viscosity, a bubble-free
method to simulate the violent boiling process with low
performance overhead. Before describing the details of our
anti-viscosity method, first we provide a brief overview on
viscosity. Viscosity is responsible for introducing energy dis-
sipation and enforcing coherent motion on fluid particles. In
the Navier–Stokes equations, viscosity force is determined
as:

fviscosity = μ∇2v. (14)

By applying the SPH discretization to the viscosity term,
the viscosity force on particle i is:

fviscosityi = μ
∑

j

m j

ρ j
(v j − vi )∇2W (xi − x j , h), (15)

where μ denotes viscosity coefficient, a positive value to
introduce energy dissipation.

Due to the same reason as we described in Sect. 4.1,
the second derivative of the kernel function is problematic.
Schechter et al. [32] pointed out that using a full treatment of
physical viscosity alongwith non-physical coefficients tuned
to stabilize the simulation is overkill. Therefore, they pro-
posed XSPH viscosity, a simplified artificial viscosity term
defined as:

fviscosityi = μ
∑

j

m j

ρ j
(v j − vi )W (xi − x j , h), (16)

where the Laplacian term is removed compared to Eq. 15.
This simplification makes viscosity much easier to tune and
achieves better visual results.

In XSPH viscosity, μ is a constant parameter with non-
negative value. However, in ourmodel, a viscosity coefficient
μi is calculated for each particle i depending on the particle
temperature Ti as:

μi =
{

μ0kv

( TB−Ti
TB

)
Ti ≥ TB

μ0 Ti < TB
, (17)

where μ0 is the default viscosity coefficient, kv is a user-
defined parameter to control the boiling intensity and TB is
the boiling point. We adopt this varying viscosity approach
where the viscosity coefficient of a particle with high tem-
perature is scaled linearly with its temperature. The viscosity
value becomes negative for high-temperature particles, hence
the name anti-viscosity.

Normally, viscosity is used to introduce energy dissipa-
tion and enforce coherent motion between fluid particles. In
our model, anti-viscosity works the opposite way and injects
momentum into high-temperature particles, and reproduces
the chaotic behavior observed in violent boiling. Different
from previous approaches, our approach does not model
bubbles andworks directly on liquid particles. Thismodifica-
tion eliminates the complexity behind the bubble dynamics,
achieves better performance and obtains better controllabil-
ity over the fluid motion. These properties make our method
especially appealing for interactive applications. Figure 2
shows the increasingly violent boiling process when pour-
ing water into concentrated sulfuric acid.
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Fig. 2 The boiling becomes more and more violent as the water being
poured into concentrated sulfuric acid. Particles are colored by temper-
ature using a hot-to-cold color map

5 Flask constraint

In particle-based fluid simulation, it is common to require
that particles travel less than their radius in a single time
step. Otherwise, collisions may be missed and particles may
penetrate through their boundaries. This requirement is easy
to meet for non-interactive simulations. However, the move-
ment of solid particles is controlled by user interaction in our
case. Particles can move with arbitrary velocity and result in
severe particle penetration and unpleasant user experiences.

There are some ways to mitigate these issues, such as
creating extra collision shape [37], restricting the maximum
particle velocity [21], using one-sided collision normal [20].
These methods bring extra implementation complexity and
performance overhead but still suffer from penetration when
user-controlled objects are moving too fast. Even with mesh-
based continuous collision detection, it is still possible for
particles to tunnel if they are pushed through the triangle
mesh by constraints during the constraint solving step [29].

We introduce a new constraint called flask constraint to
address the particle penetration issue for interactive appli-
cations. Flask is a standard fluid container in chemistry
experiments. Most of the flasks are axisymmetric or close to
axisymmetric. The key idea of our approach is to use radius
lookup tables to represent axisymmetric shapes. In this way,
we can use an analytic expression to represent flasks’ shapes
and easily determine whether a particle penetrates the con-
tainer during a time step. When a fluid particle penetrates
these shapes, a flask constraint is generated and projects the
particle back to a valid position inside the container. By using
optimized expressions to represent the shape of the container,
ourmethodmakes itmuch easier to implement robust particle
penetration handling compared to mesh-based or particle-
based methods.

Here we use a simplified 2D example to demonstrate our
method. As shown in Fig. 3, the simulation domain is divided
by the flask into Ωin (inside), Ωabove (above) and Ωout (out-
side) regions. Let pi(xi , yi ) be the center of flask i , and let

Fig. 3 A simplified 2D example of flask constraint. For each flask
constraint, the simulation domain is divided into Ωin, Ωout and Ωabove.
The regions are used for penetration detection and projection

li and wi be the length and width of the flask. Now we can
analytically express the three regions as:

Ωin = {p(x, y) | |x − xi | <
li
2

∧ |y − yi | <
wi

2
} (18)

Ωabove = {p(x, y) | y ≥ yi + wi

2
} (19)

Ωout = ΩC
in ∩ ΩC

above. (20)

Given initial position xi and predicted position x∗
i for par-

ticle i , if xi ∈ Ωin and x∗
i ∈ Ωout, the particle has potential

to penetrate through the flask, hence a flask constraint is gen-
erated between the particle and the flask. When solving flask
constraint, the predicted position x∗

i is corrected back into
region Ωin by projecting the position to the closest valid
point in each axis.

Since fluid containers can be freely translated and rotated
by users in interactive applications, we store the local-
to-world transformation matrix and world-to-local trans-
formation matrix for each flask. When dealing with flask
constraints, we first transform the particle position to the
flask’s local space. After the detection and projection, we
transform the corrected position back into world space. In
this way, we only need to deal with local coordinates, which
significantly simplifies our implementation.

The extension to three-dimensional space is straightfor-
ward. To support any axisymmetric shape, we sample the
radii of the shape on several horizontal slices during initial-
ization and store these information into a lookup table. Let
Hi be the height of flask i and ri (h) be the flask’s radius on
height h. Since we use local coordinates, the regions can be
expressed as:

Ωin = {p(x, y, z) | x2 + z2 < ri (y)
2 ∧ y <

Hi

2
} (21)

Ωabove = {p(x, y, z) | y ≥ Hi

2
} (22)

Ωout = ΩC
in ∩ ΩC

above. (23)
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Fig. 4 When a penetration occurs, the particle is projected on the ver-
tical axis and horizontal plane separately

Figure 4 shows the process of solving flask constraint in
3D. Given a potentially penetrated particle, we first project
it vertically to a proper position. Afterward, we use the cor-
rected y coordinate to look up the flask’s radius on current
height r(y) and project the particle towards the center on the
horizontal plane.

Note that during the projection, we did not project the
particle onto the exact border betweenΩin andΩout. Instead,
we move the particles slightly inwards to avoid being pushed
out by the boundary particles repeatedly. We use a parameter
dmargin to control this margin. If dmargin is too small, particles
may stay out of the flask after projection due to numerical
error. If dmargin is too large, projections may result in drastic
changes in particle position. A value of dmargin = 0.001h
works well for all our examples.

Flask constraint is easy to integrate and has little perfor-
mance overhead. It is important to note that flask constraint is
not a replacement for conventional collision handling meth-
ods. Instead, flask constraint is a safeguard mechanism used
alongside traditional collision handlingmethods to avoid par-
ticle penetration during extrememovement.When there is no
particle penetration, flask constraintwill not be generated and
thus have no influence on the physical accuracy of the fluid
simulation. Though it may introduce particle compression
when penetration occurs, the fluid will recover soon in sev-
eral frames. Our method can provide robust user interaction
and avoid particle penetration, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.

6 Implementation

Based on our proposedmethods, we build ourVR application
using unity engine and virtual reality toolkit (VRTK) [8]. The
fluid solver is implementedwith compute shaders for parallel
execution onGPU. For real-time fluid rendering,we compute
particle anisotropy using the method of Yu and Turk [38] and
reconstruct the surface using screen space filtering byVan der
Laan et al. [36].

The simulation loop in our system is outlined inAlgorithm
1. Compared with the simulation loop of position-based flu-

ids, we introduced dilution simulation and flask constraints
and integrated several optimizations.

Dilution simulationTo allow users tomove objects around
in a VR environment, lines (1)–(5) update solid particles’
positions so that they move along with the rigid bodies. To
simulate viscosity between fluid and solid particles, we also
calculate the velocity of solid particles. Line (23) generates
and solves the flask constraints to avoid particle penetra-
tion. The temperature Ti and concentration ci are updated
by diffusion and heat of solution in Line (26). Note that the
temperatures of solid particles are a fixed value to ensure
liquid cools down to ambient temperature after heating. Line
(27) applies viscosity or anti-viscosity to particles depending
on their temperature.

OptimizationsLines (6)–(13) use the substep optimization
proposed by Macklin et al. [21], which improves incom-
pressibility and reduces damping and instabilities. Following
the hash implementation by Green [10], we also reorder
particles in every nreorder frames to improve the memory
coherence on GPU. Line (20) applies under-relaxation [20]
for density constraints using a user-defined parameter ω,
where 0 < ω ≤ 1. This under-relaxation technique helps
alleviate the particle oscillation problem caused by slow con-
vergence when the number of iterations is relatively small.
Line (24) enforces a maximum particle velocity magnitude,
which reduces particle tunneling and improves stability. Line
(28) applies internal forces, including vorticity confinement
[19], adhesion and cohesion forces [1].

7 Results

In this section, we demonstrate the results of our proposed
methods in various simulated scenes. All examples are run
on a laptop with a 6-core 2.6GHz CPU, an NVIDIAGeForce
RTX 2060 graphics card and 16 GB of RAM.

Moving flask Our flask constraint deals with particle pene-
tration issue that arises with rapid object movement. Figure 5
shows the different results of moving flasks with and without
flask constraints. Density constraints and contact constraints
are not designed to handle dramatic change in position and
suffer from severe particle penetration. With help from flask
constraints, the system can reliably avoid particle penetra-
tion.

Single dilution In Fig. 1 we demonstrate the simulation
result for concentrated sulfuric acid dilution. In this exam-
ple, distilled water is poured into concentrated sulfuric acid.
A few seconds after pouring, the acid heats up rapidly and
presents increasingly violent boiling behavior. Eventually,
the acid cools down and gradually stabilizes. Although we
do not involve bubbles in our calculation explicitly, anti-
viscosity can still create empty spaces inside the liquid which
is visually similar to bubbles.
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Fig. 5 (a)(b) Density constraint and contact constraint are not designed to cope with extreme movement, thus suffering from severe penetration.
(c)(d) By integrating our flask constraint, the system can reliably avoid particle penetration under arbitrary movement

Algorithm 1 Simulation Loop
1: for all solid particles j do
2: update position x∗

j according to user interaction
3: calculate velocity v j ← x∗

j − x j

4: update position x j ← x∗
j

5: end for
6: for all fluid particles i do
7: predict position x∗

i ← xi + Δt f vi + Δt2f m
−1fext (xi )

8: end for
9: for all fluid particles i do
10: find neighboring particles Ni (x∗

i )

11: reorder particles in every nreorder frames
12: end for
13: Δts ← Δt f

nsteps
14: while n < nsteps do
15: for all fluid particles i do
16: predict position x∗

i ← xi + Δtsvi + Δt2s m
−1fext (xi )

17: end for
18: while i ter < solver I terations do
19: solve all density constraints for Δx
20: update x∗ ← x∗ + ωΔx
21: end while
22: for all fluid particles i do
23: generate and solve flask constraints for corrected x∗
24: update velocity vi ← min( 1

Δts
(x∗

i − xi ), vmax )

25: update position xi ← x∗
i

26: apply diffusion and heat of solution for Ti , ci
27: apply XSPH viscosity and anti-viscosity
28: apply internal forces fadhesion, fcohesion, fvortici t y

29: end for
30: end while

Triple dilution In Fig. 6, we demonstrate that our method
can produce different simulation results when mixing dif-
ferent liquids. The water remains stable in the first flask
since adding water to water does not produce any heat. In
the second flask, acid is added into water, which is the cor-
rect operation but still leads to heat generation and slight
splashing. In the third flask, a large amount of heat is gen-
erated when water is added to the acid, leading to intensive
boiling.

Tomato soup In Fig. 7, we demonstrate that our anti-
viscosity model can also be applied to simulate other
common boiling phenomena and allows easy control over
the boiling phenomenon’s intensity. In this example, a pot
of boiling tomato soup is simulated, and the boiling inten-

sity is controlled by the parameter kv . When kv = 0, the
anti-viscosity effect is disabled, and the fluid surface remains
stable. By modifying the value of kv , we can easily achieve
different levels of boiling intensity.

VR dilutionWe provide a real-time simulation of concen-
trated sulfuric acid dilution in a VR environment, as shown
in Fig. 8. By using flask constraints, users can move objects
around without worrying about particle penetration. By cal-
culating heat of solution and employ anti-viscosity model,
our system allows real-time simulation of violent boiling
and can model different simulated results for different opera-
tions. By observing the dangerous consequences of incorrect
operations, students can improve their safety awareness and
prepare for real experiments in an interesting way.

Parameters and performance Table 1 summarizes the
parameters used in our example scenes. μ0 is the default vis-
cosity coefficient. Ambient temperature Ta is used to adjust
the default temperature for particles. Boiling point TB is
a temperature threshold above which boiling occurs. Heat
generation coefficient kd scales the heat generated during
dilution. kv controls the boiling intensity. DT and Dc are the
diffusion coefficient for temperature T and concentration c.
The performance data are shown in Table 2. We use 3 sub-
steps and 2 iterations for all example scenes. Comparingwith
the basic PBF solver, the average performance overhead of
flask constraint and boiling simulation is 1.10% and 14.42%,
respectively. The results show that our methods extend the
capability and stability of PBF solver with little performance
overhead.

8 Discussion and conclusion

We have proposed a comprehensive solution for simulat-
ing concentrated sulfuric acid dilution in real time. The heat
of solution is calculated to simulate the exothermic process
in diluting sulfuric acid. To capture the chaotic dynamics
observed in violent boiling process, we propose the anti-
viscosity model to inject momentum into particles with high
temperatures. Additionally, we employ a constraint-based
method to deal with the particle penetration issue arising
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Fig. 6 We compare the result of adding water to water (left flask), adding acid to water (middle flask) and adding water to acid (right flask). Results
show that our method can model different phenomena when mixing different liquids

Fig. 7 A pot of boiling tomato soup is simulated with different kv . This shows that our method can model different levels of boiling intensity

Fig. 8 Diluting concentrated sulfuric acid in a VR environment. Our methods enable robust user interaction with fluids and provide real-time
simulation results for both correct operation (pouring acid into water) and incorrect operation (pouring water into acid)
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Table 1 Parameters used in
demo scenes

μ0 Ta TB kd kv DT Dc

Single dilution (Fig. 1) 0.3 20 100 0.017 1 0.01 0.007

Triple dilution (Fig. 6) 0.3 20 100 0.017 1 0.01 0.007

Tomato soup (Fig. 7) 0.3 110 100 – 0 / 0.75 / 0.9 – –

VR dilution (Fig. 8) 0.3 20 100 0.017 1 0.01 0.007

Table 2 Performance data for demo scenes

Name Moving flask (Fig. 5) Single dilution (Fig. 1) Triple dilution (Fig. 6) Tomato soup (Fig. 7)

# fluid particles 10925 13894 39888 14880

# solid particles 51158 48044 60632 2341

Solve fluid (ms) 3.014 2.667 6.973 2.58

Solve boiling (ms) 0 0.380 1.003 0.379

Solve flasks (ms) 0.027 0.024 0.058 0.025

Rendering (ms) 0.722 1.256 1.776 4.271

Total (ms) 3.763 4.327 9.810 7.255

from user interaction. This work improves the capability and
stability of position-based fluid solver and provides appeal-
ing solutions for integrating fluid simulation into interactive
applications.

There are some limitations with our current methods.
Since the anti-viscosity method introduce extra energy into
the system, instabilities or even explosion can occur if param-
eters are not set properly. Second, we omit some differences
between sulfuric acid and water in our simulation, such as
different viscosity, color, density, heat capacity and boiling
point. Considering these differences will provide an even
more realistic simulation at higher performance overhead. It
is a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency, which we will
explore in the future. Additionally, our anti-viscosity model
does not involve vaporization and condensation, which are
also important phenomena in the dilution experiment. In our
futurework,wewill investigate how to include phase changes
in our model and improve visual fidelity.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
tary material available at https://doi.org/10.1007/s00371-021-02208-
0.
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